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The Dynasty Weapons are High-tech, long-ranged weapons used by a select group of mages in the game. The
Dynasty Weapons have impressive upgrade systems and are useful not only for long-distance attacks, but also in
PvP combat, and for melee combat. Dynasty weapons are used by both mages and warriors in the game. Mages
have access to both mage and warrior versions of a weapon, while warriors always use the warrior version.
Mages can upgrade both types of weapon to improve its damage, speed, and range, while warriors can only
improve their weapon's damage. Dynasty weapons are obtained throughout the game. At the start of the game,
after completing the tutorial, you're given the universal weapon, the chalice. After completing 100 missions in a
campaign, you can obtain the chalice of a hero (for one hero, though you can only have up to 6 weapons at a
time), which is then available as a starting item in the next campaign. Campaigns typically consist of six
campaigns or waves. A wave consists of 15 to 25 missions, depending on the difficulty. To complete a wave, you
must complete all the missions in it, you must earn a level-up, and you must survive the battle at the end of the
wave. After you complete a campaign, you will be given the reinforcement tokens. With these tokens, you can
level your weapons by upgrading them to a higher weapon category. To level a weapon, you need to trade tokens
in for Soul Gems, which can be obtained during a campaign or through other means. The difficulty of a weapon is
determined by the weapon's category (A-E). Category A weapons are the basic weapons, while category E
weapons are the most powerful weapons. A weapon's damage increases with the weapon's category, but the more
powerful a weapon is, the more expensive it is to repair. To level your weapons, you can only repair those
weapons that are in category A, or have been unrepaired. You can repair your weapons by using your
reinforcement tokens. To repair weapons, you will need a cost of at least 100 soul gems. Category B, C, D, and E
weapons have their damage lowered by their category. Since these weapons are weaker, they can be repaired for
less soul gems than A weapons. Category F weapons are weapons that are void of an upgrade slot, and cannot be
upgraded. The best weapons in the game are the Divine and Imperial weapons, which are the highest weapon
categories, and have the
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